Technical Data - Decorative Sandblasting
Decorative Sandblasting
Glass sandblasting is just one of the extra services that we offer in house. Blasted glass still allows a large
amount of light to transmit through the glass, whilst maintaining privacy. Designs can be blasted onto
the glass through a vinyl which can be used to create either a negative or positive image for a one-off
original design.
Get the privacy you need without sacrificing light,
through stunning etched glass art by Olympic Glass.
Designs are created through sandblast etching and
carving that obscures the glass, diffuses light and
eliminates glare – the perfect combination, creating
privacy without blocking light, through a beautiful art
piece for your home or office.
Sandblasted glass is produced by spraying sand as an
abrasive at high velocities over the glass surface which
gives the product a varying degree of translucency
depending on the blast intensity. This gives the surface
a rough texture greater than that obtained by etching,
however with a protective coating applied the surface
looks and feels like etched glass at a much more
reasonable cost.
Olympic Glass creates the finest quality Sandblast
etched glass and stained glass, turning any glass
product into exquisite “Works of Art Captured in
Glass” in unlimited designs and decor styles.
To achieve these looks, the required designs are
printed out and laid on the surface of the glass, with
the areas that are to remain transparent masked for
protection. Sand is then blasted at the product, with
the degree of translucency varying based on the
coarseness of sand and pressure being used.
Simply provide us with your idea, picture, or corporate
logo and let our design team transform your glass
requirements into a work of art or simply choose
from our library of hundreds of designs that will help
bring that splash of colour or feature to any home
or business.

